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For the first time ever, tennis has changed the rules for 10-and-Under play and kids come 

out the winners.  Kid’s tennis has never seen anything like this.  New Rules – kid-sized 

racquets – slower and lower bouncing balls.  It is “tennis sized right” for kids and it has 

never been easier for kids to get in the game. 

 

What is 10 and Under Tennis? 

It is tennis for 10U players played with one of the slower red, orange or green balls.  It was 

introduced to give formal guidance on the use of the different red, orange, and green balls and 

courts with competition for 10 and under players.   

The 10-and-Under format works by getting kids into the game immediately.  Within the first hour 

of stepping onto the court, many kids are actually able to play the game.  Scaling the game 

down to their size helps make the learning process easier, a lot more fun and allows the child to 

play a scaled-down version of real tennis as seen on television. 

It is difficult to imagine how young soccer players would perform on a full-sized field and goals 

or young basketball players trying to shoot in the same height of hoop as adults.  Children are 

certainly not as strong, so using racquets that are shorter and lighter enables them to swing and 

maneuver the racquets and have the ability to change direction, depth, speed and spin of the 

ball.   

Balls are lighter, softer and move slower through the air.  Young children have three to four 

times the reaction speed of an adult so they will get to and return more balls because the ball is 

moving slower and the court is smaller.  Even the scoring format is modified so that kids are 

playing matches that are shorter to avoid injuries and are much more appropriate to the 

attention span of the child rather than playing matches the same length as the pros.   

The 10-and-under court is smaller to accommodate shorter legs, running speeds.  Little kids can 

get to the ball and use their smaller lighter racquets to rally.  Does it work? Who is dominating 

professional tennis?  Eastern European countries have been using this teaching concept for 

over 20 years.  Their players use the whole court; they come to the net, know how to drop-shot, 

lob and use the deep strong back court.   

Every sport uses smaller, lighter size equipment and smaller fields.  Tennis should too.  Why 

make little kids play on a regular – US Open—sized tennis court with the same weight, size 

tennis balls? 

 

 



 

WHAT’S DIFFERENT? 

 Courts are smaller and easier to cover. 

 Balls bounce lower and slower, making them easier to hit. 

 3 levels of tennis balls for kids  

 Racquets sized for small hands that are easier to grip and swing. 

 New scoring rules that allow for more and shorter matches. 

 

WHY 10U TENNIS? 

10 and Under Tennis follows the same logic as other youth sports like baseball or 

soccer or hockey, which use kid-sized courts and equipment.  Kids learn to play 

baseball by starting with T-ball; they use shorter, lighter bats and larger, softer balls.  

Kids learn basketball by shooting baskets with kid-sized balls on lowered backboards, 

play soccer on smaller fields, and play hockey on the width of the rink rather than the 

length. 

Now with 10 and Under Tennis, balls bounce lower, don’t move as fast through the air, 

and are easier to hit.  Kids’ tennis racquets are sized for small hands and courts are 

smaller and easier to cover.  By using this format, the benefits are immediate.  Within a 

short time kids are rallying, playing, and excited to keep going.  This means kids will 

have more fun and less frustration.  They are playing real tennis and having real fun – 

and that is what is important. 

 

WHY SLOWER BALLS? 

Slower balls give players more time and control making it easier for them to rally and to 

develop advanced tactics and technique.  An optimal striking zone on most 

groundstrokes is between waist and shoulder height; the slower balls ensure the ball will 

most often land within this strike zone for young children, whereas the traditional yellow 

balls frequently bounce above their head.   

The ball must also fit the player’s ability, as well as their height.  Young players have 

relatively slower reactions and less experience, so their ability to anticipate is much 

reduced.  They need more time to determine where the ball will land and get to it. 

 

 



 

The yellow regulation ball is difficult for 10 & Under players to play with because: 

 It moves too fast and too far for their tracking skills (the flight speed of the 

regulation ball relates to adults playing on a full size court). 

 The ball bounces too high in relation to the height of the child, who then adapts 

the grip to make contact (often above the shoulder) 

 “Moon” balls become the norm as the players try to make time 

 The yellow regulation ball is too heavy for the child to control, especially with a 

smaller racquet.  

Apart from the bounce height, the velocity of the ball through the air and at rebound is 

slower.  The slower balls are pressureless and lower in mass which causes this 

reduction in velocity, and the Red Balls are also larger than the standard tennis ball, so 

move slower through the air.  This reduced velocity gives children with basic or 

developing sensori-motor skills, more time and control so that they can rally 

successfully, by perceiving, moving to, positioning around, and striking the ball.  

BALL TYPES FOR DIFFERENT AGES 

For children aged 3-5, light plastic balls, foam balls and then red felt balls are 

appropriate 

For children aged 5-8, red foam balls or red felt balls 

are appropriate because they are slower, lighter, and 

have a lower bounce, and do not travel very far. 

For children between 8-10, orange balls move a little 

faster through the air than the red ball, but have a lower 

bounce height than the green ball.  The ball can be hit 

within the confine of the 60’ court, so they player can 

rally, serve, and volley with great success.   

For children between 10 and 12, green balls are faster, 

but have a lower bounce height than the yellow 

regulation ball.  The green ball can be hit within the confines of the full court, so the 

player can rally, serve, and volley with great success.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

WHY SMALLER COURTS? 

The smaller courts used in 10U are scaled to the size of the player, making movement 

patterns more realistic and enabling smaller players to cover the court and implement 

advanced tactics.   

 Court Length 
(feet) 

% of Traditional 
Court Length 

Court Width 
(meters) 

% of Traditional 
Court width 

Traditional Court 78 100 27 100 

Orange Court 60 77 21 78.9 

Red Court 36 46.3 18 66.8 

 

Red Court 

Red court width is 66% of traditional court, while a 5-8 year old is 64.8-75% of adult 

height, this shows that the court size % is very suitable for this age group.  The red 

court length is only 46.3% of a traditional court, although this is a lower %, we must 

consider that children in this age group have limited depth perception as their vision is 

still developing, meaning the shorter court makes it easier for them to judge the ball and 

to position around the ball, even if they judge it late.   

Orange Court 

Orange court width is 78.9% and length is 77% of a traditional court.  Orange courts are 

commonly used by players 8-9, who are on average 75-78.3% of adult height.  These 

percentages show that the Orange Court is almost perfectly scaled to the size of the 

player and should create virtually identical footwork patterns, and tactical possibilities as 

an adult would have on the traditional court.   



 

EQUIPMENT:  RACQUET LENGTH, WEIGHT, AND GRIP SIZE 

The child needs to be able to control the racquet at a distance away from the body.  

Specifically, this means controlling the length of the lever well enough to hit the ball.  

Children have much lower levels of strength:  therefore full size racquets challenge 

them for three reasons: 

1. The length of the lever is out of proportion to their arm length 

2. The weight is at the farthest point from their body when their arm is 

extended and is difficult to control 

3. The grip is too big for their hand size 

In the past, children have made adaptions to the technique to copy with the long and 

heavy racquet: 

 Shortened their grip (moved their hands up on the handle) to bring the lever 

closer to the body to control it 

 Brought the racquet closer to their body by bending their arm 

 Held the racquet with both hands 

 Tried to control the racquet by “strangling” their grip as the racquet twisted in 

their hands 

For success, and to develop sound basic technique, young players need the right length 

and weight of racquet, with a grip size that fits their smaller hand.  Children ages 10 & 

Under do vary in height, so the following recommendations are made for different ages: 

 Children 3-5 should have a 19 inch racquet  

 Children 5-8 should have a 19”,21” or 23” racquet 

 Children 8-10 should have a 23” or 25” racquet 

 These are junior racquets with weight and grip size proportionate to the racquet 

length 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SLOWER BALLS, SMALLER COURTS & RACQUETS = BETTER JUNIORS! 

The slower balls are not just important for developing starter players; high level juniors 

benefit as the balls help them to more easily develop efficient technique and allow them 

to implement more advanced tactics than could not be performed using a normal ball on 

a full court. 

 
 
 
BENEFITS FOR KIDS 
 Frustration is cut way down when equipment and rules match kids’ development 

level. 
 Kids learn tennis faster and can master skills before moving on to the next level. 
 They’re playing real tennis and having a lot of fun at the same time. 
 Kids build confidence in their game with balls they can hit and a court they can 

cover. 
 With shorter matches, more kids can play competitively more often. 
 Kids are more likely to keep playing and improve their tennis game when they’re 

having fun. 
 


